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About This Game

Feel the road, feel the freedom. It's hard to resist the 2000hp. You will become weak. You will scream. Steer with the help of
the touch controller your motorcycle. If no touch is available, you can also use a gamepad or keyboard. With touch it´s more

realistic. After a few seconds you feel like on the Road 66 with a bunch of crazy drivers. Unfortunately, the cars have the
negative characteristic very easy to explode. But they are very environmentally friendly.

Test first your driving skills by completing the driving school. You finish driving school after you earn 1000 coins.

Now the adventure begins

Try to get more rounds as possible. Unlock the cooler racing motor and challenge the extreme speed.

3 High-tech motorbikes to choose

3 Worlds ( North Pole, New Egypt, Alpha5 Spacestation )

First person camera view

TIPS:
Close overtakes = score

Close overtakes + Kamikazo mode = 5 x score
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Collect crystals = score
Blue crystal = 1x Nitro

You need 3 x Nitro for KAMIKAZO mode
If you are in KAMIKAZO mode you can hit 5 times another cars before you die.

Collect nitro = repair little damages

Good luck !
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Title: Kamikazo VR
Genre: Action, Racing, Simulation
Developer:
Refugio3D
Publisher:
Refugio3D
Release Date: 12 Jan, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: WinXP, Win7, Win8, Windows 10

Processor: I3

Memory: 4000 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX760

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2500 MB available space

Sound Card: onboard

Additional Notes: VR HMD

English
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not working with vive only showing oculus controlers. 3\/10
Dull racing game. Can't see things coming towards you for the points pickups. Every unlock is exactly the same as everything
else you already have. every level is exactly the same. Avoid.. I did not expect much for the $2.00 on sale price tag, I was only
looking to ride a bike around a track in VR. I could not get any controls (Oculus, Keyboard and Mouse or a game controller to
work). I was only able to switch the bike. I could not find any support and did not end up even getting on a bike.. not working
with vive only showing oculus controlers. 3\/10
Dull racing game. Can't see things coming towards you for the points pickups. Every unlock is exactly the same as everything
else you already have. every level is exactly the same. Avoid.. I did not expect much for the $2.00 on sale price tag, I was only
looking to ride a bike around a track in VR. I could not get any controls (Oculus, Keyboard and Mouse or a game controller to
work). I was only able to switch the bike. I could not find any support and did not end up even getting on a bike.
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